Determining the Repair Cost of Vehicle Systems
Understanding the Hidden Costs of
Passenger Restraint and Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
As vehicle manufacturers continue to add to the systems on today’s vehicles, the cost of
repairing those systems after a collision can be near that of the visual damage. Estimating system
providers are indicating that the cost to repair these systems is often 50 percent of the total
vehicle repair cost. However, many shops are not considering this expense in their initial damage
assessment.
In the initial damage assessments I have reviewed with shops, I see very little attention given to
passenger restraint or Advanced Driver Assistance Systems. This has caused problems when the
vehicle is brought to the shop for repairs and damage to these systems is found during
disassembly – or worse, after repairs have been accomplished. Understanding how to identify
these costs during the initial damage assessment can prevent increased repair costs mid-repair or
creating a total loss due to required system repairs.
Most manufacturers indicate in their position statements and repair procedures that the only way
to find damage to these components is to perform a vehicle scan. They also indicate scans must
be performed during the initial damage assessment.

While I agree it might be cumbersome to scan every vehicle during initial damage assessments, it
is the only true way to determine what systems might have been compromised during the
collision. However, the costs to correct the malfunctions must be identified early in the damage
assessment process to prevent costly repair supplements. In the example below, you see three
examples of system faults that can only be detected by system scanning. Damage to any of these

systems could add significant expense to the repair.

Another cost that must be determined during the initial damage assessment is recalibration.
There are components in a Honda that require calibration after a collision, regardless of damage
resulting from the collision as indicated in the example below.

To accurately assess the vehicle damage repair costs, you will need to include scan procedures,
diagnosis processes and calibration requirements needed to restore the vehicle to manufacturer
specifications in your initial damage assessment. These steps will be itemized in the
manufacturer repair procedures, providing the documentation you will need to justify the
process. Each step should be a line item on your damage assessment to validate the need to
perform the procedure and provide guidance to technicians.
One inspection that is getting a lot of attention today is the measuring of steering columns. The
manufacturer repair procedures define when it is required, and documenting the inspection steps
should be included in your initial damage assessment. I noticed in several inspection procedures

that it occurred after the steering column was removed. In this case, you would need to add R&I
of the steering column assembly to your damage assessment along with any tasks associated with
removing the steering column. As you work through adding this to your damage appraisal, you
will realize that the associated labor to perform this inspection has increased the overall cost of
repair.
The next step is to review the required replacement items as if the column was damaged. This is
especially important if you are nearing a total loss threshold. Calculating the replacement cost of
those items and adding them to your damage assessment total would help you determine
repairability.
In today’s collision centers, the need to replace sensors and recalibrate cameras is now
commonplace on even simple bumper repairs, increasing the cost of what was once an
inexpensive job to complete. I hope this article has helped you understand how documenting the
inspection and calibration steps on your initial damage assessment will create a more accurate
valuation of the repair cost. Knowing the true cost of each repair will allow you to communicate
more effectively with vehicle owners, allowing them to make informed repair decisions that
ultimately help keep things moving efficiently through your shop.

